April 18, 2019

Sharon Gossner, Administrator
Fox Trail Senior Living at Deptford
1674 Delsea Drive
Deptford, New Jersey 08096

Via Email: sgossner@foxtailseniorliving.com
and FAX (856) 384-7760

RE: Notice regarding April 11, 2019 Directed Plan of Correction
Facility ID# NJ35A000

Dear Ms. Gossner:

This notice pertains to the April 11, 2019 Directed Plan of Correction (DPOC) which requires the facility to retain the full-time consulting services of a Department-approved Certified Assisted Living Administrator (CALA) and a Registered Dietitian (RD), and to provide weekly progress reports.

Clarifications

The Department is clarifying the DPOC as follows: Pursuant to N.J.A.C. 8:36-3.2(a)(3), both a CALA and a Licensed Nursing Home Administrator (LNHA) are qualified to serve as an administrator of an assisted living residence. Accordingly, the full-time administrator consultant required by the DPOC may be either a CALA or a LNHA.

The following description clarifies the DPOC’s requirement to provide weekly reports:
The weekly reports must reflect the collaboration/consultation between the administrator consultant, the RD consultant and the facility’s current CALA in implementing systemic changes to ensure that the facility comes back into compliance with assisted living residence regulations and can maintain compliance with those regulations.

Approvals of Consultants

The Department has reviewed the resume of Michael Duffy, LNHA, provided by the facility, and approves the facility’s proposal to retain the full-time on-site services of Mr. Duffy as the facility’s administrator consultant pursuant to the DPOC.
The Department has previously advised the facility of its approval of the facility's proposal to retain the full-time on-site services of Donna Hunter, RD, to serve as the facility's Registered Dietitian consultant pursuant to the DPOC.

The April 11, 2019 DPOC as clarified herein shall remain in place until the facility is otherwise notified by this Department.

Thank you for your attention to this important matter and for your anticipated cooperation. Should you have any questions concerning this order, please contact the Office of Program Compliance at (609) 984-8128.

Sincerely,

Gene Rosenblum, Director
Office of Program Compliance
Division of Certificate of Need and Licensing
New Jersey Department of Health
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